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Here you can find the menu of Pappadeaux Seafood Kitchen in Austin. At the moment, there are 13 dishes and
drinks on the menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about

Pappadeaux Seafood Kitchen:
if they are too late for lunch, not inconvenience all others. instead of giving an order. our server reynaldo was

great. he took my order to go, delivered my desired drink, eating and my bill to a very timely wise. the service in
this very busy time exceeded my expectations far. this was the service best without saying out and I loved it! the
lunch at this new location pappadeaux was a great choice. next time I would... read more. As a visitor, you can
use the WiFi of the establishment at no extra cost, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and be

served. What User doesn't like about Pappadeaux Seafood Kitchen:
the personal was nice, MY food was delicious, but as I write, we were here since an hour and a half and my

husband and my daughter did not receive their food because the waiter forgot to put in the order. I ordered an
appetizer as my meal, and I am finished with him for a good 20 minutes now. I wanted to go out for an early

Sunday dinner, but that's ridiculous. we could have ordered to the house, delivered them and n... read more. If
you're craving for some fiery South American culinary arts, this is the place to be: delicious dishes, cooked
with fish, seafood delicacies, and meat, but also corn, beans, and potatoes are in the menu, With the catering
service from Pappadeaux Seafood Kitchen in Austin, the menus can be enjoyed at home or at the event. You

have the option to, after the meal (or during it), still relax at the bar with an alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink,
Furthermore, the drinks list in this eatery is impressive and offers a good and comprehensive assortment of

beers from the area and from worldwide, which are definitely worth a try.
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Mai� course�
CRAB

Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

Beef dishe�
FILET MIGNON

Starter�
SEAFOOD PLATTER

Breade� Specia� Roll�
APPLES

Beilage� un� Sauce�
DIPS

Breakfas� Sid� Order�
GRITS

Drink�
DRINKS

Biscuit� an� Cookie�
CHEESECAKE

Restauran� Categor�
BAR

Ingredient� Use�
TRAVEL

SEAFOOD

SHRIMPS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

APPETIZER

BREAD

OYSTERS
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